APPENDIX A
Photographs and Documents Submitted in Support of
Application
Photograph 1 – Interior of hackney carriage

Photograph 2 – Exterior of hackney carriage

Photograph 3 – MOT Certificate - 27/03/18

Photograph 4 – Taxi Inspection Report - 27/03/18
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Letter from The applicant

Dear Sir/Madam
I write to ask you to consider my appeal against the "disallowment" of my vehicle to
operate under license as a Hackney Carriage under the SLDC 10 year age barring
rule
I refer to my vehicle PX57 JYY namely a 2007 Audi A4 which has just passed its 10
year anniversary.
I realise that SLDC like other licensing agencies has to have rules in place namely to
protect the public and fully agree hat this is sensible and appropriate as a bench line
set of criteria. However I think given the fact this legislation was set some years ago
when material and technology used in the automotive industry was less well
advanced than it is at this time that it is possibly appropriate to consider the on going
suitability of some of the rules and requirements.. Whilst I appreciate that a vehicle
of 10 yeas of age COULD show signs of wear and tear it is my suggestion that it
should not automatically be the position assumed that it is always the case. As I
mention above manufacturing techniques, quality of base metal, product design and
manufacturer dependant depth of material quality leading to greater longevity should
be a consideration when looking at safety and quality of carriage for a consumer of a
hackney carriage ride. My own vehicle was purchased with longevity in mind and as
per your stringent requirements passes all its 4monthly tests almost free from
advisories at its MOT check ups. I have previously submitted to you a report from an
authorised examiner, whom you have deemed fit to assess on-going safety and rule
compliance which shows my vehicle to be in excellent working condition, I also
attach a photo for you to make your own appraisal of the visual impact on a
consumer in terms of body and overall appearance of the vehicle at 10..
It is entirely possible that a much younger vehicle could be less well maintained in
terms of the interior and exterior condition and just because a vehicle is 9.5 years old
should not automatically mean it is superior in terms of safety and the quality off the
accommodation offered to a paying consumer. Surely in this day and age individual
vehicles should be assessed on their merits via a condition and safety assessment
including the niceties such as interior and the exterior appearance. I also put to you
that the mileage completed by a vehicle in the execution of its task could be an
assessment factor to help decide on safety measures. as I have a separate family
car, van for the Monday to Friday job this vehicle is lost exclusively used for the 2
nights per week and occasional day taxi role, hence the modest mileage.
I have explained to a number of my regular clients out here in the villages and
hamlets between Kendal and Lancaster that I may no longer be able to offer the
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services I do currently due to the age of the vehicle. This has not been well received
given there is a bus every 2 hours and no one can get home after the 9.30 bus from
either large town/city. Many taxi drivers will not take passengers to destinations
such as Clawthorpe or Over Kellet as they feel exposed and are not familiar with the
journey. Many a Friday or Saturday night I pick several neighbours up and bring
them back as this is there only way of getting home if they wish to have the social
benefits of a larger town to socialise in. Going outside of the village hall
entertainment or one village pub (if they are lucky) becomes affordable if they share
a ride home. Many taxi drivers wont allow for the multi point collection and drop off
or the shared cost of the journey. Many have offered to act as personal referees
regarding the journey experience and reliability of the vehicle and should you wish
have authorised me under GDPR regulations to release to you their details to obtain
their feedback.
I am asking that you allow me to continue to us my Audi for at least another 2 yeas
subject to it passing the relevant tests
Yours sincerely
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
E-mail received 01 May 2018 from a Clawthorpe resident:
Dear Sir/Madam
I write to add my support to Mr Atkinsons application for a time extension on the use of his
Audi as a taxi it having apparently reached an age SLDC belief makes it unfit for purpose for
no reason other than a date of manufacture.
Mr Atkinson provides a much needed service in a village/community woefully ill supported by
public transport enabling those of us wishing to have a social life to get home past 9 pm in
safety. His car is very comfortable clean and in my view as a passenger is suitable to
function as a vehicle to carry paying passengers. I feel safe and I have never had a negative
experience nor to my knowledge have my neighbours who also rely on Mr Atkinsons
services.
Yours sincerely
Clawthorpe Resident
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to support Carl Atkinson's application for is extension on the use of his taxis
extension on his car.

Mr Atkinson delivers an excellent service to the community which has limited public services
taking people to hospital/ train stations/ and to and from nights out no one wants to come
home on the last bus at 9pm. Burton and other nearby villages may be sleepy but we all
enjoy a night out!
I am astounded that the age of a car is taken into consideration when renewing a licence for
a taxi. surely the MOT's 4 in a year I believe, insure that a vehicle is fit for purpose
regardless of age. Mr Atkinson's car is lovely and clean well looked after and very
comfortable, the service provided is excellent and I have and will continue to recommend
him to others.
I have also looked on your web site and find it hard to believe that if you have a disability car
used as a taxi the age difference is different surely this can not be right in my view this is
discrimination.
Yours sincerely
Burton Resident
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to add my support for Carl Atkinson’s application for an extension
on the use of his audi taxi. We use his services on a regular basis and feel very
safe in his taxi it is clean and well cared for.
Yours sincerely
Endmoor resident
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Carl Atkinson

